


ABSTRACT

Control Plane Design and Performance Analysis for Optical Multicast-Capable

Datacenter Networks

by

Yiting Xia

This study presents a control plane design for an optical multicast-capable dat-

acenter network and evaluates the system performance using simulations. The in-

creasing number of datacenter applications with heavy one-to-many communications

has raised the need for an efficient group data delivery solution. We propose a clean-

slate architecture that uses optical multicast technology to enable ultra-fast, energy-

efficient, low cost, and highly reliable group data delivery in the datacenter. Since the

optical components are agnostic of existing communication protocols, I design novel

control mechanisms to coordinate datacenter applications with the optical network.

Applications send explicit requests for group data delivery through an API exposed

by a centralized controller. Based on the collected traffic demands, the controller

computes optical resource allocations using a proposed control algorithm to maxi-

mize utilization of the optical network. Finally, the controller changes the optical

network topology according to the computation decision and sets forwarding rules to

route traffic to the correct data paths. I evaluate the optimality and complexity of

the control algorithm with real datacenter traffic. It achieves near optimal solutions

in almost all experiment cases and can finish computation instantaneously on a large

datacenter setting. I also develop a set of simulators to compare the performance



of our system against a number of state-of-the-art group data delivery approaches,

such as the non-blocking datacenter architecture, datacenter BitTorrent, datacenter

IP multicast, etc. Extensive simulations using synthetic traffic show our solution can

provide an order of magnitude performance improvement. Tradeoffs of our system

are analyzed quantitatively as well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Datacenters provide a critical computing infrastructure to facilitate diverse applica-

tions in various fields, such as scientific computation, stock market prediction, social

networking, web search, and e-commerce. Among these applications, there are rich

scenarios in which a large amount of data need to be delivered to multiple receivers

reliably over the network. This operation, termed as Reliable Group Data Deliv-

ery (RGDD), forms a pervasive traffic pattern in datacenters. Typical examples

include distributed file system data replication [3], database replication [4], parallel

database relational join operation [5], iterative MapReduce data analytics [6], virtual

machine cluster provisioning [7], and system software updates [8]. Enabling efficient

high-volume RGDD in the modern datacenter environment is especially important as

required by these fundamental system operations and datacenter management tasks.

Existing RGDD solutions in datacenters are not efficient due to problems in both

the transmission manner and the network architecture. The most widely used RGDD

approach in datacenters is naive unicast, where the data source sends the same piece

of data to each the receivers simultaneously. This solution cannot use network band-

width efficiently, because the sender’s link stress is as high as the number of receivers.

End-host based overlays are used in datacenter RGDD as a significant improvement

to naive unicast [8] [9]. However, their link stresses are still very high. For instance,

even the recently proposed datacenter-optimized BitTorrent has a default link stress

of 12 [9]. Another solution category is reliable IP multicast. Despite the optimal link
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stress of 1, it has scalability issues for maintaining a large number of group states,

and adding reliability to IP multicast can cause ACK implosion [10].

Worse still, traditional tree-structured electrical-wired datacenter networks suffer

from the oversubscription problem. Typically, 40 machines are placed in a datacenter

rack and connected to a top-of-rack (ToR) switch with 1 Gbps links. A number of

ToR switches are connected to an aggregation switch with 10 Gbps links, thus creat-

ing a 1:4 oversubscription from the ToR switch to the aggregation switch. Multiple

aggregation switches are further connected to a core switch with 10 Gbps links, re-

sulting in an oversubscription ratio of as high as 240 in the entire network [11]. This

choice of implementation is based on the fact that not many applications expand to

very large scale or have continuos communication requirements. However, an over-

subscribed datacenter network is not able to handle localized bursts of heavy-volume

communications observed by most RGDD applications. The bottleneck in the net-

work core may congest inter-rack flow transmissions and thus degrade the application

performance.

We propose a clean-slate optical multicast-capable datacenter network architec-

ture to solve these problems. The architecture consists of a hybrid aggregation layer

combining electrical packet switches and a high-radix Optical Space Switch (OSS).

At each ToR switch, fixed-wavelength transceivers generate sets of non-overlapping

channels, which are then spatially multiplexed and connected to a single port of the

OSS through an optical fiber. Optical multicast can be realized by an Optical Data

Duplication Device (ODDD), such as a power splitter that duplicates an incoming

data stream by dividing the incident optical peer at predetermined ratios to its output

ports. In our design, a number of variable-size ODDDs are connected to a subset of

the OSS ports depending on the expected RGDD needs of the network. While each
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ODDD supports a static number of ports, they can be cascaded through the OSS

to achieve larger-scale optical multicast. The OSS can also completely bypass the

ODDDs, forming direct point-to-point circuits. A centralized controller in a separate

electrical management network configures the OSS at run time to provide dynamic

network connectivity. Accordingly, it interacts with Software-Defined Networking

(SDN) capable ToR switches to demultiplex flows to appropriate routes towards ei-

ther the electrical or the optical subnetwork.

The advantages of the proposed architecture are multi-fold. First, the optical

network offers substantial bandwidth increase. Electrical switches and routers are

limited to 40 Gbps per port. In contrast, 100 Gbps optical transceivers are feasible

nowadays and Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) techniques can multiplex

multiple channels onto a single fiber. Our design augments the traditional electrical

datacenter with a high speed optical network, thus providing extra bandwidth in the

network core. Heavy-volume communication flows can be effectively offloaded to the

optical network and be forwarded in a non-blocking manner. Second, optical multicast

using ODDDs achieves optimal link stress and forms efficient data delivery trees. An

ODDD can physically duplicate the data signal and create copies of the data on the

fly, so it has the optimal link stress of 1. Because the ODDDs are connected directly

to the ToR switches through the OSS, each multicast tree over the optical network

has homogeneous depth of only 3 hops from the sender to each receiver, ensuring

low latency. Third, efficient RGDD is achieved without the complexity of traditional

routing or group membership protocols. The centralized controller allocates optical

resources and configures the OSS and ToR switches accordingly, thus avoiding the

need for distributed join/leave protocols. As a result, group membership management

is greatly simplified, reducing group state knowledge to just the controller and ToR
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switches.

My thesis is: the optical multicast-capable datacenter network with

simple control mechanisms is able to provide magnificent performance im-

provements against alternative datacenter RGDD solutions.

To demonstrate the statement, the focus of this thesis is to propose a control

plane design for the optical multicast-capable datacenter and evaluate its system

performance. Because the optical components, namely the OSS and ODDDs, are

data transparent and thus agnostic of existing communication protocols, I design

novel control mechanisms to manage the optical network and ensure it works syn-

ergistically with the electrical network. Specifically, datacenter applications directly

request optical resources for RGDD through an API exposed by a centralized con-

troller. The applications convey group membership and data volume to the controller,

thus eliminating the need for a distributed group membership management protocol

and allowing for intelligent resource allocation. Given the group membership and

traffic demand, the controller computes the optical resource allocation with the goal

of maximizing the amount of traffic offloaded to the optical network. I formulate the

resource allocation as a maximum weighted b-matching problem in hypergraph with

additional constraints and propose a control algorithm with high optimality and low

complexity. Finally, the controller changes the OSS interconnections according to the

resource allocation and sets forwarding rules on the SDN-enabled ToR switches to

route traffic to the correct data paths.

I develop a set of simulators to compare the system performance of our architecture

against a number of state-of-the-art RGDD solutions. The simulators read traffic

traces at run time, so they can accommodate all possible traffic patterns. Given

the traffic input, they simulate the flow-level behaviors of each RGDD approach
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and compute the average flow completion time based on the max-min fair share

bandwidth. I use synthetic datacenter traffic with a mixture of point-to-point and

RGDD requests, and run the simulations of a large-scale datacenter network, which

has 120 racks and 40 servers in each rack. The simulation results show the proposed

architecture can accelerate RGDD by an order of magnitude compared to alternative

approaches; and it can improve point-to-point transmissions as well to a degree near

the optimal non-blocking architecture. I also quantify the effect of varying the number

of ODDDs and varying the RGDD group sizes. I observe allocating sufficient ODDDs

is necessary for improving the RGDD performance, at little degradation point-to-point

transmissions; and our architecture is able to handle large-scale RGDD efficiently.

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• I identify the necessary components of the control plane and propose mecha-

nisms that coordinate these components to manage the optical network. The

control plane includes the system API that allows applications to request optical

resources for RGDD explicitly, the control algorithm to compute the optimal

resource allocation, and the reconfiguration process to dynamically change the

OSS interconnections and demultiplex traffic at the ToR switches.

• I formulate the optical resource allocation as a b-matching problem in a hy-

pergraph with additional constraints for the first time and propose a simple

greedy-based control algorithm for it. I also evaluate the performance of the

algorithm using real datacenter traffic traces. My experimental results show

the algorithm has high accuracy and low complexity: its output is over 99% of

the optimal solution; and it can finish computation within 6 ms for a 200-rack

system.
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• I develop a set of simulators to simulate the flow-level behaviors of today’s

major RGDD approaches under various datacenter architectures, including our

proposed solution. The simulators take as input flexible traffic patterns that

combine RGDD and point-to-point communication requests and compute the

average flow completion time for RGDD and point-to-point traffic respectively

using the max-min fair share rate. They also account for software and hard-

ware overheads of each simulated system to give tight upper bounds for their

performance.

• I compare the performance of our system to the alternative RGDD solutions

using my simulators. The simulations are run on a 120-rack datacenter con-

figuration and under two synthetic traffic patterns. I analyze the performance

benefit of our system as well as the inefficiencies of the other approaches. I also

explore the tradeoffs of our system by varying the number of ODDDs and the

RGDD group sizes.

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background

of the RGDD problem and the related work of our solution. Chapter 3 provides

the system overview of the optical multicast-capable datacenter network. Chapter 4

shows the detailed control plane design for this architecture and Chapter 5 evaluates

the performance of the control algorithm. Chapter 6 describes the development of

network simulators, and the analysis of the system performance using the simulators

is in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 presents potential directions of future work and

concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 The Reliable Group Data Delivery Problem

Reliable Group Data Delivery (RGDD) is the transmission of the same copy of data

from a single source reliably to a group of recipients. This concept came into be-

ing with the emergence of popular Internet applications such as multi-player games,

news/stock stickers, distributed simulations, teleconferencing, data dissemination,

etc. Unlike the Internet that provides global connectivity and communication, data-

center networks found the critical infrastructure to support computing-intensive tasks.

Nevertheless, RGDD is still a pervasive communication pattern in datacenter net-

works. Many datacenter applications and services have this pattern in some stages,

such as the motivating examples shown below.

1. Virtual machine provisioning. In a multi-tenancy public datacenter such as

Amazon EC2 [12], a tenant may query a set of virtual machines to accommodate

a computing service. On setting up the virtual machines, a customized OS

image needs to be delivered to all the physical servers on which these virtual

machines reside. A typical OS image is 700MB, and a medium-size computing

task requires 30-50 physical servers.

2. Data replication. In distributed file systems, a chunk of data is replicated

to multiple servers to improve reliability. The sender and receivers form a

replication group. For example, in GFS [3], the chunk size is 64MB and each
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chunk is replicated on three chunk servers by default. A distributed file system

may contain tens of Peta bytes, and thus the number of replication groups is

huge.

3. Software updates. Some companies own large clusters and they divide them

into sub-clusters to allocate different services. The servers in the same sub-

cluster run the same set of applications and thus show great homogeneity. The

same program codes and binaries need to be transferred to all these servers,

and these data are updated on a regular basis. Typically, the software updates

have a size of 100MB and the number of servers in a sub-cluster can range from

several hundred to a thousand.

4. Iterative MapReduce. In an iterative MapReduce application, each iteration

begins with a large broadcast operation. A piece of data is delivered to a set

of nodes and then shuffled among them. The application takes at least 100

iterations to converge, so the broadcast operation frequently happens. [13] shows

a particular example of this application: the Monarch job in Spark broadcasts

300MB data to 30 nodes.

Because of the unique nature of datacenter applications, RGDD in datacenter

networks has properties and requirements very different from that in the Internet.

• Most datacenter RGDD applications involve bulk data transfers, laying heavy

burdens on the underlying network. As indicated by the above examples, RGDD

generates elephant flows. The number of receivers is usually huge (Examples 1

and 3), and this traffic pattern frequently happens (Examples 2 and 4). These

heavy flows can congest the network and thus degrade other flows.
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• The group membership and data size are static and pre-defined. The data

source has knowledge of the receivers and the data volume, and this information

does not change throughout the transmission. This is different from RGDD in

the Internet, like video conferencing and multi-player games, where members

dynamically join and leave a group and broadcast data at run time.

• Datecenter RGDD sets high standard for reliability. It should be guaranteed

that all receivers successfully receive the exact copy of data; otherwise a node

either cannot perform the allocated task or does not hold a correct data replica-

tion. This is different from loss-resilient multicast services in the Internet, such

as video streaming, where losing a small amount of data is tolerable.

• The transmission can and must be completed rapidly. Unlike rate-regulated

multimedia streaming, datacenter RGDD for data distribution and exchange

can always saturate the links. Since transmission is bottlenecked only by the

network, a faster network can result in faster transmission. In addition, task

completion time is a major metric for performance. Since the transmission rate

is determined by the slowest receiver in RGDD, a slow receiver can drag down

the completion time. To reduce the task completion time, transmission to all

receivers should be accelerated.

2.2 Reliable Group Data Delivery in the Internet

RGDD has been the center of computer networking research in the past two decades,

and rich literatures have been produced. In this section, I briefly overview the trend

of RGDD research development. To serve the purpose of this thesis, only influential

works are included.
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2.2.1 Reliable IP Multicast

Many RGDD solutions are based on IP multicast. Using IP multicast, the data source

can send to the group of receivers in a single transmission. Routers are responsible for

building and managing multicast distribution trees. At the routers, multicast packets

get replicated and forwarded to the destinations along the multicast trees. Multicast

receivers and their adjacent routers use the IGMP protocol [14] to establish group

membership. Multicast routing protocols, including but not limited to DVMRP [15],

PIM [16], BIDIR [17], MOSPF [18], and MBGP [19], are used by multicast routers

to build multicast distribution trees.

IP multicast provides an efficient method for group communication. It has maxi-

mal bandwidth utilization, since the network does not carry duplicated packets. But

adding reliability to IP multicast is challenging, due to problems in congestion-control,

reliability, data repair, feedback control, etc. Enormous number of heuristics have

been proposed to address these problems, making reliable IP multicast increasingly

complicated.

[20–26] use TCP-like window-based congestion control schemes. The window size

decrements when a packet is transmitted and increments when a packet is acknowl-

edged. Transmission is halted if the available spots become zero. Window-based

congestion control is more difficult in multicast than in unicast, because the set of

receivers have different states in receiving the same packet. [27–30] use rate-based

solutions, keeping the transmission rate below a threshold calculated based on ei-

ther a model or an increase/decrease algorithm. Rate-based congestion control is

more widely used than the window-based counterpart, because it is less sensitive to

ACK implosions. Reliable unicast transport protocols, such as TCP, use ACKs to

notify packet loss. However, due to the ACK implosion problem, the NACK-based
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error control is preferred in reliable multicast. [20, 22, 24, 31, 32] achieve reliability

using both ACKs and NACKs, while [21, 25, 28–30, 33–35] use NACKs only. Other

than acknowledgements, [36–39] use Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques to

let receivers reconstruct the original data from the redundant data under a certain

amount of packet loss. It is preferable in delay-sensitive multicast applications, such

as video distribution, and using FEC for error recovery must consider the tradeoff

between redundancy and error. In [40] and [30], the sender multicasts the repair

data to the entire group under the assumption that other receivers may have lost the

same packet. While [34] achieves better scalability by suppressing NACKs from other

receivers that lost the same packet. [32] and [22] leverage the concept of local recov-

ery. [32] uses proxy logging servers to perform error recovery, and [22] delimits the

scope of multicast retransmissions using limited scope multicast. To further reduce

the feedback implosion, [22,23,32] employ structure-based feedback control that rely

on a designated site or organize multicast group members into some structure to filter

the amount of feedback information. [34] gives a timer-based solution. Receivers delay

the retransmission requests for a random interval, so that group members closer to the

source feedback earlier and thus suppressing feedback from farther away members.

Although these reliable IP multicast solutions have been existent for decades, se-

rious practical deployment issues have prevented them from becoming available on

a global Internet level. First, IP multicast-capable routers and switches need to be

installed before multicasting services can be achievable, presenting a substantial cost

to ISPs. Second, the complicated mechanisms for reliability guarantee as described

above are hard to maintain in a large-scale network. Third, providing security for

multiple participants without trust relationship is inherently difficult. Multicast secu-

rity issues include the ease of flooding attacks, unauthorized data reception, difficulty
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in setting up firewalls, etc. Besides, there are also problems with multicast address

allocation, billing, network management, and non-technical issues as well.

2.2.2 Reliable Multicast on the Application Layer

Reliable multicast can also be realized on the application layer. In application layer

multicast, the group members are connected by an overlay multicast tree. Usually,

each end host resends multicast messages to some of its peers, and the data get trans-

mitted to all destinations through the exchange process. All the multicast functions,

such as data replication, multicast routing, and group management, are achieved at

application layer. Because it does not require modification to the current Internet

infrastructure, it can be deployed easily.

Application layer multicast takes advantage of unicast transmissions among the

end hosts, thus reliability can be guaranteed by the built-in unicast transport proto-

cols. In this way, it successfully avoids the complication associated with reliable IP

multicast. First, because the senders spread out across the network, the receivers no

longer send feedback messages towards a single sender and thus the ACK implosion

problem goes away. Second, multicast-specific congestion control and flow control are

required, as they are readily provided by TCP. Third, error recovery becomes much

simpler, since each sender only needs to take care of its own receiver.

The most important issues in application layer multicast are group management

and routing, and there are various approaches in achieving them. [41–50] configure

the data distribution pathways in a mesh-first manner. Members keep a mesh topol-

ogy among themselves, and a routing algorithm is then run over the mesh to build

multicast trees for each source. [51–63] use the tree-first approach instead. Mem-

bers directly construct an overlay tree, and additional control links are maintained
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to allow quick recovery from failures. The mesh-first approach gives more freedom to

refine the tree, thus it is more robust to tree partitions. While the advantages of the

tree-first approach are direct control of the tree and independent actions from each

member. As for forming multicast trees, [47,59,60,62] consider shortest path; [51,54]

leverage minimum spanning tree; [46, 50] constructs hierarchical clusters each with

a “head” representing it in the higher layer; and [41, 42, 48, 49] operate based on an

existing peer-to-peer substrate. [41–47, 49, 50, 53, 56–61, 64, 65] build source-specific

trees, while [48, 51, 52, 54, 55, 62] build shared trees. Source-specific trees allow for

optimization for a given source, and shared trees have lower maintenance cost. They

tradeoff between minimizing the length of the path to a particular destination and

minimizing the total number of hops towards all the destinations. In contrast to these

tree-based overlay systems, [66–68] build unstructured overlays where peers join the

network with some loose rules and without prior knowledge of the topology. The over-

lay networks organize peers in a random graph and use flooding as the mechanism

to send queries across the overlay with a limited scope. A peer that has received the

flooding sends all content matching the query to the originating peer, which causes

scalability issues when handling a high rate of aggregate queries and sudden increase

in system size. Most application layer multicast protocols manage group communica-

tion in a distributed way, which scales well to large-scale applications. But there are

also a few works, such as [44, 51–54, 58], that employ centralized management. This

approach is suitable for small-scale applications that require efficient synchronous

communication.

Application layer multicast is an appealing alternative of reliable IP multicast,

but it still has many problems. First, performing multicast on the application layer

compromises efficiency for reduced complexity. Because data get forwarded by uni-
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cast, each sender has high fan-out replicating the data to multiple receivers and in

may systems a receiver also get pieces of data from multiple senders. The sending and

receiving capacity thus cannot be fully utilized. Second, scalability is still challenging

in a large-scale network. an application layer multicast system can be unscalable

for many reasons, such as the large amount of states maintained at each node, the

overhead due to control messages, overwhelming of probing messages to improve the

network quality, etc. Third, security is highly concerned in application layer multi-

cast, because end hosts can participate in a group at their will. The major security

issues include group membership authorization, forward secrecy, integrity guarantee,

etc, and mechanisms to control such risks add extra responsibility to the end hosts.

2.3 Reliable Group Data Delivery in the Datacenter Network

As described in Section 2.1, RGDD is a critical traffic pattern in datacenters. How-

ever, compared to the rich literatures on RGDD in the Internet, how to perform

RGDD efficiently in the datacenter network is not well-studied by the research com-

munity. There exist a few works that adapt from the reliable IP multicast and appli-

cation layer multicast in the Internet.

A number of previous works present solutions that improve IP multicast in data-

centers. Dr. Multicast selectively maps multicast to unicast transmissions to mitigate

the disruption caused by a large number of multicast groups [69]. Li et al. design a

novel multi-class Bloom Filter to reduce the Bloom Filter traffic leakage and thus ef-

ficiently compress the multicast forwarding table [70]. ESM builds efficient multicast

trees customized to datacenters and achieves scalable multicast routing by combin-

ing in-packet Bloom Filter and in-switch routing entries [71]. These solutions inherit

the intrinsic drawbacks of reliable IP multicast. In addition, they fail to address the
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reliability issues, such as congestion control, flow control, error recovery, etc, which

are non-trivial even in the datacenter environment.

RGDD can also be realized by non-IP multicast approaches. RDCM assists reli-

able group data delivery by repairing lost packets in a peer-to-peer way [7]. Twitter

uses BitTorrent to distribute software updates to its servers [8]. Cornet develops a

BitTorrent-like protocol optimized for datacenter group transmission [9]. These ap-

plication layer overlay solutions use unicast for group transmission, so the network

link stress can be very high. Evidence in [72] also shows application layer overlay

can exhibit instability and low throughput in real datacenters. Datacast [10] pro-

poses packet caching at switches and edge disjoint Steiner trees forwarding to realize

improved RGDD. This solution is not readily implementable because packet caching

adds significant complexity to switches and the idea is still being researched; more-

over, only specialized network structures such as BCube and CamCube can benefit

from multiple Steiner tree forwarding.
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Chapter 3

Optical Multicast-Capable Datacenter

Architecture

3.1 Motivation for Optical Multicast

RGDD requires data to be duplicated for each receiver. In conventional solutions,

data duplication happens either in the network layer on routers and switches, or in

the application layer on end hosts. There is in fact a third alternative that has not

been explored by existing solutions: data duplication can happen in the physical layer

on photonic devices when data is transmitted optically.

The use of optical data transceivers is already common place in datacenter net-

works where link bandwidth exceeds 10 Gbps. Once data is transmitted optically,

an Optical Data Duplication Device (ODDD), e.g. an optical power splitter, that is

inserted in-line can physically duplicate the data signal multiple times (analogous to

a SLR camera prism splitting a light beam), effectively creating copies of the data

on the fly. One application of this technique is in passive optical networks (PONs)

(e.g. fiber-to-the-home installations), where the data signal from one fiber is split to

reach multiple homes in an area. Performing data duplication in the optical domain

has three key desirable properties:

• Data rate transparency. Data is duplicated at line rate on the fly regardless of

the modulation speed. It does not matter whether the data is transmitted at

10 Gbps, 40 Gbps, 100 Gbps or beyond; optical data duplication is thus future
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proof.

• Decouples reliability from data rate. Regardless of data rate, high data relia-

bility is achieved as long as the duplicated data signal has enough remaining

power for a transceiver to decode. This can be ensured by limiting the number

of duplications without signal amplification.

• Low power consumption. ODDDs can be passive, thus drawing no power. Based

on today’s transceiver technologies, in theory, a data signal sent at the default

power level can be optically duplicated hundreds of times without significantly

increasing the bit-error rate. Optical amplification that consumes relatively

little power (i.e., on the order of tens of Watts) can further raise this limit.

In contrast, as data rate increases, reliably duplicating data in network routers,

switches or end hosts will require ever faster electronics and more energy.

These advantages align well with the properties and requirements of datacen-

ter RGDD. The optical network provides substantial bandwidth increase, so even

high-volume RGDD traffic can finish transmission ultra-fast. Also, since photonic

interconnects operate at extremely low error rate, normally on the order of 10−12,

RGDD can be achieved with high reliability.

However, duplicating data in the physical layer is a highly unconventional ap-

proach that does not immediately fit in with the existing assumptions in the datacen-

ter net- work stack. For example, traditional multicast routing and group membership

protocols will not work since the ODDD inserted into fiber-optic links are invisible

to the network layer protocols; application layer overlay protocols also have no way

of leveraging such physical layer capabilities. In this case, the pre-knowledge of the

group membership and data size provides a possible means to form physical connec-
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tions and control data forwarding explicitly.

3.2 Optical Technologies

3.2.1 MEMS-based Optical Circuite Switch

A MEMS-based optical circuit switch [73] is fundamentally different from an electrical

packet switch. It is a Layer 0 switch, that is it operates directly on light beams

without decoding any packets. It uses an N ×N crossbar of mirrors to direct a beam

of light from any input port to any output port. The mirrors themselves are attached

to tiny motors, each of which is approximately 1 mm2 [74]. An embedded control

processor positions the mirrors to implement a particular connection matrix and

accepts remote commands to reconfigure the mirrors into a new connection matrix.

Mechanically repositioning the mirrors imposes a switching time, typically on the

order of milliseconds [74].

Despite the switching-time disadvantage, MEMS possesses other attributes that

prove advantageous in the data center. First, MEMS does not require transceivers

since it does not convert between light and electricity. This provides significant cost

savings compared to electrical packet switches. Second, MEMS uses significantly

less power than an electrical packet switch. For instance, a Glimmerglass MEMS

consumes 240 mW/port, whereas a 10 GigE switch such as the 48-port Arista 7148SW

[75] consumes 12.5 W per port, in addition to the 1 W of power consumed by an SFP+

transceiver. Third, since MEMS does not process packets, it is data rate agnostic; as

the data center is upgraded to 40 GigE and 100 GigE, the OCS need not be upgraded.

Fourth, Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) can be used to switch an aggregate

of channels simultaneously through a single port, whereas a packet switch would first
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have to demultiplex all of the channels and then switch each channel on an individual

port.

MEMS have been commercially available for the past decade. Switches with as

many as 320 ports [76] are commercially available, with as many as 1,000 ports in

research prototype. A recent quote shows a MEMS of 320 ports costs $85,000 and

consumes 50 W power.

3.2.2 Optical Data Duplication Device

Optical data duplication, otherwise known as an optical multicast, can be realized as

a straightforward physical layer operation in photonics. Using a variety of techniques

that exploit fundamental properties of the optical medium, a number of devices can

be leveraged to deliver both broadband and wavelength-dependent optical multicast.

Power splitter is the most basic device for wavelength and bit-rate transparent

physical layer data duplication [77]. Depending on its specific design parameters, a

power splitter duplicates an incoming data stream by dividing the incident optical

power at predetermined ratios to its output ports. Typically implemented using fused

fibers, optical power splitters (otherwise known as directional couplers) are a basic

building-block of today’s telecom networks, ranging from application in core routers

to FTTx (Fiber to the x ) installations. As a result of commoditization, optical power

splitters are of extremely low cost and high reliability.

Optical power splitters can also be realized using interferometric devices, e.g.

multi-mode interferometers (MMIs) and Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [77].

In contrast to fused-fiber implementations limited to a fixed power split, these devices

can be designed to achieve tunability, allowing precise real-time control of the splitting

ratio.
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Physical phenomena arising under certain operating conditions in a variety of

optical media, such as cross-gain modulation (XGM) and four-wave mixing (FWM),

can be exploited to achieve all-optical wavelength multicasting [78,79], where a data

stream modulated on a given optical wavelength is selectively duplicated to a subset

of other wavelengths in a data-rate agnostic manner.

While the excess optical power losses of today’s passive power splitters are mini-

mal, they do introduce a fundamental insertion loss, e.g. −3 dB for a balanced power

split. Since the power of the optical signal must be greater than the sensitivity of the

receiver to ensure error-free data recovery, optical interconnects are engineered with

sufficient optical link budgets to accommodate these losses. To mitigate the power

budget limitation associated with larger-degree power splits, optical amplification is

typically leveraged to increase the effective link budget of a given system. While am-

plifiers are active devices that require additional power, they nevertheless maintain

data format transparency to effectively decouple energy consumption from bit rate.

Furthermore, the rapid progress and maturation of integrated photonics in a va-

riety of material systems has enabled the possibility of realizing these devices—both

passive and active—with even higher densities, lower costs, and greater operating

efficiencies. For example, up to 64-way passive splits on a single planar lightwave cir-

cuit (PLC) with a footprint of 2 cm2 are commercially available. Photonic integrated

circuits featuring more than 1000 monolithically integrated functional components on

a 0.4 cm2 chip, with nearly 200 semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) and nearly

300 splitters/combiners, have also been demonstrated [80].
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Figure 3.1 : Overview of the optical multicast-capable datacenter network architecture

3.3 Network Architecture

We propose a unique architectural solution to enable the run-time configuration and

connection of ODDDs to nodes across a datacenter region as they are needed, provid-

ing the dynamism necessary to enable efficient use of ODDDs. A high level depiction

of our proposed architecture is shown in Figure 3.1, and Figure 3.2 gives an example

of the optical network interconnections.

Each datacenter region is served by an optical network subsystem and a sepa-

rate electrical management network. An electrical data network that interconnects

multiple regions still exists for unicast communications. Each dotted-line represents

a physical fiber connection to a high-radix optical space switch (OSS) (e.g. a 3D-

MEMS-based optical switch). To leverage the capacity advantages offered by WDM,

we can envision a design where, at each ToR switch, fixed-wavelength transceivers
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Figure 3.2 : Example of the optical network interconnections

generate sets of non-overlapping channels, which are then spatially multiplexed and

connected to a single port of the OSS.

Depending on the expected group data delivery needs of a particular system,

any number of variable-size ODDDs can be connected to a subset of the ports of

the OSS. As depicted in Figure 3.2, we can then dynamically connect each ODDD to

specific ToR switches by appropriately configuring the OSS at run-time to construct a

transparent end-to-end WDM “light-tree” between nodes participating in a particular

RGDD. While each ODDD is statically designed to support a certain number of

ports, they can be cascaded through the OSS to effectively achieve larger-scale optical

multicast when necessary. The resulting light-trees represent direct high-bandwidth,

low-loss, bufferless and data-rate transparent paths providing homogeneous, hop-less,

and constant-latency connections between the multicast senders and receivers. In

addition, since the OSS is fully operational as a stand-alone point-to-point circuit

switch, the fabric can be configured to completely bypass the ODDDs, forming direct
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point-to-point circuits when needed.

A centralized controller manages the ToR switches, OSS, ODDDs, and their or-

ganization into light-trees. The controller has full topological information of the

datacenter region. It processes and accepts explicit requests for RGDD from appli-

cations.

The centralized controller also interacts with Software-Defined Networking-capable

ToR switches to dynamically and reconfigurably demultiplex flows to appropriate

route traffic bound for either the multicast-enabled optical fabric or for the general-

purpose electronic packet-switched aggregation layer, or bound for receiver hosts.

All control plane communications happen over the electrical management network to

avoid performance problems that might exist in the electrical data network.

3.4 Scalability Analysis

In this optical multicast-capable datacenter network architecture, since the primary

purpose of the OSS is to serve as a reconfigurable system-wide connectivity substrate

connecting ToR switches to ODDDs, the main requirement for this substrate is port-

count scalability. While there are optical switch designs with capabilities such as

wavelength-selectivity or nanosecond-scale switching speeds, the scalability require-

ment is best met by high-radix wavelength-transparent space switches.

Because ODDDs are attached to a subset of the ports of the OSS, R, the total

number of optical connections to racks, and rmax, the maximum achievable group

size, represent trade-offs that are ultimately constrained by S, the port count of the

OSS. To support a group data delivery from a sender rack to rmax − 1 receiver racks

using ODDDs with N output ports, a complete N -ary tree of cascaded ODDDs with
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a depth∗ of ⌈logN(rmax − 1)⌉ − 1 must be constructed. The total number of N -port

ODDDs needed to support rmax is k =
⌈

rmax−2

N−1

⌉

, since the number of nodes in an

N -ary tree is a geometric series. However, the total number of rack and ODDD

connections to the OSS cannot exceed S. In other words, the following constraint

must be met

R + k(N + 1) ≤ S

For example, given a system with S = 900, R = 600, and N = 2 we can support

an rmax ≈ 100. With N = 3, rmax ≈ 150. Alternatively, reducing R to 500 while

keeping N = 2, rmax ≈ 170. With the same OSS, to achieve an rmax = R with N = 2,

we can set rmax = R = 225.

∗The root of the tree is at a depth of 0.
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Chapter 4

Control Plane Design

4.1 Application Interface

The optical multicast-capable datacenter network lets applications inform the network

controller the RGDD traffic demand explicitly, since the data source has accurate

and readily available information of the RGDD traffic, namely the data size and the

receivers. Applications interact with the controller via the following types of messages:

Request: The application requests for optical resources using the RGDD traffic

demand, the IP addresses of the receivers, and a multicast IP address to uniquely

identify the request. The RGDD traffic demand is defined as the source data vol-

ume multiplied by the number of receivers, which is the cumulative traffic volume

if transmitted using unicast flows.∗ The network controller collects the requests and

computes the best resource allocation based on the traffic demand. If a request can-

not be serviced immediately, it is put in a queue for consideration in the next decision

round.

Keep-alive: The application periodically sends a small keep-alive message car-

rying the multicast IP address of an active request. If the controller stops receiving

keep-alive messages for a request, the request is considered withdrawn implicitly. The

period and the threshold for missing keep-alive messages are chosen by the network

∗This definition gives high priority to RGDD with a large number of receivers, because they

potentially create a heavy burden on the network if transmitted as unicast flows.
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operator.

Withdraw: The application sends a withdraw message to notify the controller

of the end of a RGDD session. In addition, since a request may be serviced after

being queued for a long time, the application may decide to stop waiting and use an

alternative method such as application overlay for RGDD. In that case, the applica-

tion also sends a withdraw message so the network controller may remove the request

from the queue.

Accept: If the optical network has available resources to service a request, the

network controller sends an accept message to the application. Then the application

can start RGDD using optical multicast.

Reject: The optical network only accepts request for elephant flows to maximize

utilization. There are multiple ways to distinguish elephant flows from mice flows. For

example, the network operator can pre-define a threshold, or the network controller

can adaptively set the threshold based on statistics. The network controller sends a

reject message to the application if the requested traffic volume is not heavy enough.

Requests asking for a group size larger than the optical network can provide are

rejected as well. In these cases, the application may use an alternative method instead.

There can be richer application-network interactions. For instance, the network

controller can provide more informative notifications, e.g. the predicted queueing

time of the request; and the applications can negotiate with the network using QoS

requirements, e.g. giving higher priority to more urgent communications. These

issues are however outside of the scope of this thesis.
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4.2 Control Algorithm

The network controller uses the control algorithm to compute the optimal configura-

tion for the optical switch and thus offloads the maximum amount of traffic into the

optical network. In a MEMS-based optical switch, an input (output) port can only be

connected to at most one output (input) port, which forms a typical matching prob-

lem. In this section, I first introduce the background of the matching problem, then

formulate the network reconfiguration in the matching context, and finally propose

algorithms to solve it efficiently.

4.2.1 The Matching Problem and Algorithms

Matching in General Graphs

Given a general graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of

edges, a matching M in G is a set of pairwise non-adjacent edges, that is no two edges

share a common vertex. A maximum matching, also known as maximum-cardinality

matching, is a matching that contains the largest possible number of edges [81]. A

perfect matching, or complete matching, is a matching which matches all vertices

of the graph [81]. In a perfect matching, every vertex of the graph is incident to

exactly one edge of the matching. The Edmonds’ Algorithm [82] can find a maximum

matching in polynomial time. Its time complexity is O(n3), where n is the number of

vertices in the graph. Another algorithm designed by Mucha and Sankowski later [83]

can gives O(n2.376) complexity.

The matching problem can be generalized by assigning weights to edges in G and

asking for a setM that produces a matching of maximum total weight. The maximum

weighted matching problem can be solved by a combinatorial algorithm that uses the
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unweighted Edmonds’s algorithm as a subroutine [82], and the complexity of the

algorithm is O(n4). A further generalization is the maximum weighted b-matching

problem, which is to find a maximum weight subgraph of G such that the degree of

each vertex in the subgraph is at most b [81]. It can be solved directly by a variant

of the Edmond’s Algorithm. The current best algorithm for maximum weighted b-

matching runs in O(bn3) time [84].

Matching in Hypergraphs

A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph in which an edge can connect any number

of vertices. Let H = (V,E) be a hypergrah, where V is a set of vertices and E is a set

of non-empty subsets of V called hyperedges [81]. Each hyperedge can have a weight

associated with it. A hypergraph matching is a set of disjoint hyperedges. A max-

imum cardinality matching in a hypergraph is a matching that contains the largest

possible number of hyperedges, and a maximum weighted matching in a hypergraph

is a matching of maximum total weight. A b-matching in H is a subset E ′ of E such

that each vertex v ∈ V is met by at most b hyperedges in the subset. The maximum

weighted b-matching in the hypergraph is to find a b-matching whose hyperedges add

up to the maximum total weight.

Hypergraph matching is equivalent to the k-set packing problem when k > 2. In

maximum weighted k-set packing, there are a collection of U sets, each with at most

k elements and an associated weight, the goal is to seek the a collection S ⊆ U of

pairwise-disjoint sets maximizing the total weight. It is a general graph matching

problem when k = 2. The maximum weighted k-set packing problem is NP -hard, so

is the hypergraph matching. The maximum weighted b-matching can be converted to

a variation of the maximum weighted k-set packing problem, so it is also NP -hard.
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4.2.2 Problem Formulation

Given the traffic demand, the network controller runs the control algorithm to com-

pute the optical network topology, with the goal of maximizing the amount of traffic

offloaded to the optical network. If the MEMS only allows for unicast connections,

maximizing the optical traffic can be formulated as a maximum weighted matching

problem, where the vertices are ToRs, edges are source-destination ToR pairs, and the

weight on an edge is the accumulated traffic volume between two ToRs. Therefore,

c-Through [11] and Helios [2] directly use the Edmonds’ Algorithm as the control al-

gorithm. OSA [85] assigns multiple optical ports to each ToR, so its optical network

reconfiguration forms a maximum weighted b-matching problem and OSA uses an

existing implementation to solve it [84].

In the our architecture, however, a multicast sender rack transfers to multiple

receiver racks at the same time, so a hyperedge is required to embody them. The

optical network configuration can be formulated as a maximum weighted b-matching

problem in hypergraph with additional constraints [86] [87]. The RGDD requests

form a hypergraph H = (V,E). V is the set of vertices, where each vertex represents

a rack; and E is the set of hyperedges connecting any number of vertices, where each

hyperedge embodies all the racks involved in a RGDD. The weight of a hyperedge

is the RGDD traffic demand. I seek a maximum weight sub-collection of hyperedges

such that each vertex is met by at most b hyperedges, where b is the number of optical

ports per rack. Since ODDDs can be cascaded, I need to consider these additional

constraints:

1. Any RGDD to be serviced cannot occupy more optical ports than the optical

network can provide. Suppose N is the output port count of an ODDD and k is
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the total number of available ODDDs. For a particular RGDD i that involves

ri racks, we have ri ≤ k(N + 1)− 2(k − 1).

2. The total number of consumed ODDDs cannot exceed the given number. As

explained in Section 3.4, a RGDD of ri racks consumes mi = ⌈ ri−2

N−1
⌉ ODDDs.

So,
∑

imi =
∑

i ⌈
ri−2

N−1
⌉ ≤ k.

4.2.3 Algorithm Design

As aforementioned, hypergraph matching, or k-set packing, is NP -hard [87]. Al-

though there is no existing model for maximum weighted hypergraph b-matching

with additional constraints, I envision it has similar complexity. I explore three

widely used approximation algorithms for the weighted k-set packing problem and

build our control algorithm based on the most aproporiate one.

[88] is the basic greedy algorithm that iteratively adds to the current solution

the most-weighted rack sets available. [89] uses a different scoring function (weight

divided by the square root of set size) to sort the rack sets. This is to balance weight

and set size such that racks are occupied by the most profitable sets. [90] starts from

the solution of a greedy algorithm. It continuously searches in the feasible area near

the current solution for some collection of greater total weight and replaces a subset

of the solution with them.

I find [89] gives better optimality than [88] because it uses a more effective scoring

function, such that small sets with heavy weight are chosen first. [90] is computa-

tionally expensive and thus cannot improve [89] within a reasonable amount of time.

These observations suggest [89] may be a promising control algorithm for our optical

multicast-capable system, so I adjust it to our additional constraints.

The algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The RGDD requests are sorted by
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decreasing order with respect to the defined score, traffic demand divided by the

square root of the number of racks, and those violating Constraint 1 are rejected

directly. Then the algorithm iteratively selects the RGDD with the greatest score as

long as every involved rack has appeared in less than b previously selected requests

and the cumulative number of consumed ODDDs does not violate Constraint 2. The

algorithm continues until no more requests can be added with all the constraints

satisfied. As long as a request is accepted, it is dedicated to the optical network until

it finishes. So the control algorithm takes the RGDDs in the middle of transmission

as already selected and only allocates the residual resources in each decision process.

After an accepted request has finished transmission, the ODDDs and optical switch

ports occupied by the involved racks are released. This is not shown in the algorithm.

At the high level, this algorithm can service a total amount of optical traffic as

much as 99% of the optimal solution; and it can finish computation within 6 ms for

a 200-rack setting. Detailed analysis results will be shown in the next chapter.

4.3 Network Reconfiguration

The network controller informs the OSS of the new topology and instructs the change

of interconnections. This operation can be done through the command-line interface,

such as TL1, on a typical OSS. Then the network controller sets forwarding rules

on the SDN-enabled ToR switches to direct RGDDs through the optical paths. The

ToR switches involved in the group communication are each added with an forwarding

rule to match its multicast IP address. Finally, the network controller notifies the

applications and they can start sending traffic.
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4.4 Compatibility to Unicast

Although λgroup is designed to accelerate RGDD, it can also improve unicast transmis-

sion because it is simple to bypass the ODDDs and connect two ToR switches directly

through the OSS. Our optical multicast-capable architecture adopts c-Through’s ap-

proach of measuring the cross-rack unicast traffic demand and offload some unicast

traffic to the optical network [11]. Since unicast can be regarded as a special case of

RGDD with only one receiver, the control algorithm works properly under the mix-

ture of unicast and RGDD traffic. The main difference is that no explicit requests and

withdraws are associated with unicast traffic demand. Instead, at each round of traf-

fic demand estimation, all previously estimated demands are considered withdrawn,

and all current estimated demands are considered active. Network operators can also

set policies to handle unicast and RGDD differently, such as leaving a proportion of

optical resources particularly for unicast.
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Algorithm 1 Control Algorithm Logic

1: sort requests in the queue by score = traffic demand√
rack num

2: for each request in decreasing order do

3: if ⌈ rack num−2

oddd port num−1
⌉ > total oddd then

4: reject

5: delete request from queue

6: continue

7: if consumed oddd+ ⌈ rack num−2

oddd port num−1
⌉ > total oddd then

8: continue

9: chosen = true

10: for each rack in the request do

11: if port count[rack] == b then

12: chosen = false

13: break

14: if chose == true then

15: accept

16: for each rack in the request do

17: port count[rack] + +

18: consumed oddd += ⌈ rack num−2

oddd port num−1
⌉
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Chapter 5

Control Algorithm Analysis

The control algorithm is a key component of the control plane, which determines the

optical network’s ability to offload traffic. In this chapter, I analyze the performance

of the control algorithm by simulations to shed light on the feasibility of implementing

our system with the control mechanisms.

5.1 Simulation Setting

5.1.1 Communication Patterns

Unicast traffic: [91] and [92] provide real traffic data collected in production dat-

acenters. The network in [91] supports soft real-time query applications, while that

in [92] focuses on MapReduce style jobs. The published traffic distributions, de-

noted as DCTCP and MSR respectively, show different properties. DCTCP has

light-weighted traffic, typically at the magnitude of several megabytes, and the dis-

tribution is relatively uniform. MSR, however, has high-volume bursts at tens of

gigabytes and the variation is great.

Multicast traffic: We estimate the multicast traffic demand based on measure-

ments of request scale on Amazon’s EC2 network. We request one Virtual Machine

(VM) instance per minute for one week. By analyzing the instance IDs [93], we ex-

plore the total number of requested instances in the one-minute interval. Figure 5.1

shows the result. We observe spikes where the instance number reaches 10 times
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the median value. This shows potential of multicast-based VM provisioning: the

possibility is high that the instances are requested by a single institution for numer-

ous duplications of the same VM image. Assuming instances over the median value

are served by multicast, we have a distribution of the multicast group size. We use

700MB, the size of a Ubuntu image, as the VM image size. Although only one VM

image needs to be sent within a group, the multicast traffic volume is defined as the

product of the image size and the group size to make multicast traffic comparable

with unicast traffic.
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Figure 5.1 : The number of VM instances requested per minute throughout a week
on Amazon EC2
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5.1.2 Simulation Methodology

In most production datacenters, unicast traffic and multicast traffic reside on appli-

cation network and management network respectively. It’s hard, if not impossible,

to obtain real traffic patterns, thus I mix unicast traffic and multicast traffic in our

simulations for analysis purpose. I generate cross-rack traffic volumes based on the

above distributions and feed them to the control algorithm. This is static analysis.

Since the network measures traffic on regular basis, the produced workloads can well

emulate reality and evaluate the algorithm performance. I run experiments on a

processor core of an IBM iDataPlex system, where each core is at 2.83GHz and has

4GB RAM [94]. I use a 200-rack topology for most of the experiments. On the one

hand, this resembles typical scale of commodity data centers. On the other hand,

I use Matlab to compute optimal solution to the experiment cases and this is the

maximum scale that Matlab can handle. I also evaluate the algorithms in larger-scale

topology, i.e. 1000 racks. But I focus on other aspects of the algorithm, such as time

cost and capacity to meet real-world traffic demand.

5.2 Simulation Results

5.2.1 Optimality

I evaluate optimality of the control algorithm on a 200-rack topology (with 40 servers

per rack). Optimality is defined as the proportion of the total traffic volume obtained

by the greedy-based control algorithm over that of the optimal solution.Figure 5.2

shows the cumulative distribution of the optimality given DCTCP and MSR traffic

respectively with a variant number of multicast groups. I observe that algorithm is

near optimal: for any traffic pattern, the algorithm consistently achieves 95% op-
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Figure 5.2 : Cumulative distribution of the control algorithm’s optimality given
DCTCP/MSR unicast traffic and 1 to 5 multicast groups

timality for over 90% of the cases and over 70% of them reach optimum value. I

also observe that the optimality doesn’t degrade much with increasing group size,

indicating the algorithm’s ability to accommodate larger scale of multicast.

The reason behind the observations is straightforward. The MSR unicast traffic

follows the power-low distribution, with the bursts at the same order of magnitude

as the multicast traffic. The control algorithm is thus able to select the MSR bursts

and the multicast traffic, resulting in near-optimal traffic volume. Since the DCTCP

unicast traffic is much lighter than the synthetic multicast traffic, multicast traffic

is more prominent and it alone can lead to satisfactory total weight. The DCTCP

unicast traffic is relatively uniform, so the control algorithm is not very accurate in

determining what unicast traffic to select. The optimality of DCTCP unicast traffic

is thus slightly worse than that of the MSR unicast traffic.
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Table 5.1 : Average computation time (ms) of optical multicast-capable architecture

# Racks 200 400 600 800 1000

DCTCP 15.2 47.3 84.9 125.0 165.5

MSR 5.9 26.9 65.6 123.4 199.7

Table 5.2 : Average computation time (ms) of optical unicast-only architectures

Network # Racks Time

c-Through 1000 640

Helios 128 118

OSA 80 48

5.2.2 Time Cost

Key to the agility of the optical network is the time required by the control algorithm

to compute an optical path configuration. To evaluate the algorithm’s time cost, I

run it on variant topology scales given the DCTCP and MSR unicast traffic as well as

multicast traffic generated by 20 groups. As described in 5.1.2, the experiments are

conducted on a processor core of an IBM iDataPlex system, where each core runs at

2.83GHz and has 4GB RAM. Table 5.1 shows the average computation time among

100 experiment runs for each topology size.

The algorithm is able to compute rapidly. It takes less than 200ms for 1000

racks under either traffic pattern. For small networks, the computation time under

MSR traffic is much less than that under DCTCP traffic, because the MSR traffic is
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Table 5.3 : Proportion of traffic undertaken by the optical network

# Groups 1 2 3 4 5

DCTCP 59.6% 58.2% 49.4% 47.2% 39.8%

MSR 78.6% 76.2% 74.0% 71.4% 69.4%

sparse and thus the algorithm has fewer number of choices. The computation time

under MSR traffic grows more significantly with increasing topology scale. This is

because MSR unicast traffic is of the same order of magnitude as multicast traffic.

Larger topology scale leads to more options and thus makes the problem much more

challenging.

Table 5.2 lists the average computation time of several state-of-the-art optical

networked systems. [2] and [11] use Edmonds’ maximum weighted matching algo-

rithm [82] to compute the optical network configuration, which gives optimal solu-

tion within polynomial time. [85] uses a variation of the Edmonds’ algorithm for the

b-matching problem, which is also polynomial time solvable. The greater flexibility

of our system requires more sophisticated algorithms, such as the NP-hard weighted

hypergraph matching algorithm for multicasting. Despite the significant difficulty of

this problem, our approximation algorithm runs multi-fold faster than the Edmonds’

algorithm. Given the experiment results, one could envision short reconfiguration

time of the optical network even in very large data centers.
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Table 5.4 : Improvement to the unicast-only hybrid architecture

# Groups 1 2 3 4 5

DCTCP 7.785 10.255 9.152 9.563 8.872

MSR 0.995 0.996 0.994 0.996 0.996

5.2.3 Optics Traffic Load

The optimality and complexity analysis suggest the control algorithm accurate and

fast for reconfiguring the optical network. One step further, I measure how much

traffic can be offloaded to the optical network with this algorithm as a glimpse of

the entire system performance. I use the same experiment setting as in Section 5.2.1.

To make multicast traffic comparable with unicast traffic, the total traffic volume

of a multicast group is defined as the product of the image size (700MB) and the

group size. I calculate the proportion of the traffic amount undertaken by the optical

network over that in the entire network.

Table 5.3 shows 39.8% to 78.6% traffic go through optical links on average. Thus

the optical network undertakes a remarkable amount of traffic, effectively relieving

the electrical network from congestions. I also compare this amount with the traffic

served by unicast-only hybrid networks. Table 5.4 shows our approach undertakes

7× to 10× more DCTCP traffic load. Since the source of a multicast group requires

only one optical path, our approach saves many ports and thus can serve more traf-

fic. However, it cannot help MSR traffic. Since the traffic is sparse, many ports

on the optical switch are left unused. In this case, our system is no better than

unicast-only hybrid network, and the results slightly degrade due to the suboptimal
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control algorithm. Since most commercial datacenters observe multitenancy, where

many different applications coexist and generate much denser traffic, I expect great

improvement brought about by our approach.
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Chapter 6

Simulators Implementation

To compare the performance of our proposed optical multicast-capable datacenter

architecture against various state-of-the-art datacenter RGDD solutions, I implement

a set of simulators to simulate the flow-level behaviors of each the architectures.

Despite the widely used packet-level simulators, such as NS2 and OPNET, I conduct

flow-level simulations because of two reasons. First, the readily available packet-

level simulators are not able to handle the large number of switches and flows at the

scale of a production datacenter. Second, the optical network does not observe the

existing Internet protocols, and it transmits traffic on the physical layer in a packet-

transparent manner. Because there does not exist a popular general-purpose flow-level

simulator, I develop our own simulators customized to each datacenter architecture.

The simulators take as input the mixture of unicast and multicast traffic. The uni-

cast traffic comes from a traffic trace file generated according to measurement studies

in datacenters. Each traffic trace in the unicast traffic file contains a time stamp,

the sender IP address, the receiver IP address, and the traffic volume in bytes. The

simulators read in the unicast traffic file as time elapses and compute the flow trans-

missions accordingly. Because there is no measurement data for datacenter multicast

traffic, the simulators are designed to create multicast traffic in a batch manner.

Specifically, the simulators input distribution files for the multicast group size and

multicast data size, and they generate multicast traffic based on these distributions

periodically, where the time period is controlled by a configuration parameter.
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The simulators compute the completion time of each flow and report the average

flow completion time for unicast flows and multicast flows respectively. The flows

transmit at their max-min fair share bandwidth. Max-min fair share is a widely used

sharing technique when allocating bandwidth to competing flows [95]. The principles

of max-min fair share are: 1) flows are allocated network bandwidth in order of

increasing demand; 2) no flow gets a bandwidth share larger than its demand; 3)

flows with unsatisfied demands get an equal share of the bandwidth. In this study, I

assume all flows are network bottlenecked, that is, every flow has infinite demand and

can saturate the link bandwidth if possible. The simulators recompute the bandwidth

share when a new flow arrives or a flow finishes transmission.

I implement 6 simulators in total. The implementation details of each simulator

is described in each the following sections.

6.1 Oversubscribed Datacenter Architecture

6.1.1 Simulated Architecture

Figure 6.1 depicts the common datacenter interconnect topology. Typical datacenter

networks today consist of three-level trees of switches. A three-tiered design has

a core tier in the root of the tree, an aggregation tier in the middle and an edge

tier at the leaves of the tree. Typically, 40 servers are placed in a datacenter rack

and connected to a top-of-rack (ToR) switch with 1 Gbps links. A number of ToR

switches are connected to an aggregation switch with 10 Gbps links, thus creating a 1:4

oversubscription from the ToR switch to the aggregation switch. Multiple aggregation

switches are further connected to a core switch with 10 Gbps links, resulting in an

oversubscription ratio of as high as 240 in the entire network [11].
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Figure 6.1 : Three-tiered datacenter network architecture [1]

For simplicity of implementation, I use a single switch to simulate the aggregation

switches and the core switches. That is, all the ToR switches are connected to the

single core switch directly. This simplification causes no loss of generality. Both the

bandwidth between an end-server and a ToR switch and the bandwidth between a

ToR switch and the single core switch are configurable, creating any possible over-

subscription ratio. The computation of bandwidth share for the flows is also easier,

because there is not need to consider multi-path routing as well as the overhead

associated with it.

The oversubscribed electrical packet-switched datacenter network is widely de-

ployed nowadays, and it serves as our basic simulator model. Most datacenter net-

works have no support for IP multicast, and there is little optimization for RGDD on

the network layer. So, for this simulator, it is reasonable to assume the network uses

naive unicast for RGDD. That is, the data source sends the same data copy to each

the destinations.
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Algorithm 2 Oversubscribed Network Main Software Logic

1: while unicast traffic file not end do

2: current interval += time period

3: while unicast traffic not reach current interval do

4: read in one traffic entry

5: compute flow()

6: add flow to the network

7: current time = current interval

8: compute flow()

9: for each multicast group do

10: get group size and data size from the multicast traffic distribution

11: add multicast flows to the network

12: update f low()

6.1.2 Oversubscribed Network Main Software Logic

The main software logic of this network architecture is shown in Algorithm 2. Be-

cause the multicast traffic is created in a batch manner, users can set the parameter

time period to generate a particular number of multicast groups every the specified

period of time. The simulator iteratively reads in a block of unicast traffic until the

next time period to create multicast traffic. For each unicast traffic entry in that

time slot, the simulator first computes the traffic transmission of the existing flows

in the network until the time point when the unicast traffic entry is created. This

compute flow() sub-procedure is described Section 6.1.4 later. The new flow is added

to the network afterwards. Then the current time is updated to the next time pe-

riod and compute flow() is called another time to let all the flows proceed until the
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Algorithm 3 Oversubscribed Network update flow() Sub-procedure

1: while not all flows are allocated do

2: find minimum bandwidth share among all the links

3: for each link do

4: if bandwidth share == minimum share then

5: for each unallocated flow do

6: set flow bandwidth to minimum bandwidth share

7: update finish time of the flow

8: set flow to allocated

9: calculate residual bandwidth in the network

next time period. At exactly the next time period, the multicast traffic is created

according to the multicast traffic distribution. Because multicast traffic is handled

as duplicated unicast flows, adding a multicast flow to the network is to add a series

of unicast flows from the data source to each destination. At last, the sub-procedure

update flow() is called to allocate max-min fair share bandwidth to each the flows.

Details about update flow() is described in Section 6.1.3. This while loop continues

until the unicast traffic entries are all imported, when the simulation ends.

6.1.3 Allocation of Max-min Fair Share Bandwidth

Algorithm 3 shows the sub-procedure of allocating the max-min fair share bandwidth

to all the flows in the network when a new flow arrives or the transmission of a flow

has finished. In the simulator, there are data structures at each server, each ToR

switch, and the core switch to keep track of the number of flows traversing it. First,

the simulator gets the minimum bandwidth share among all the links, where the
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bandwidth share is the total available bandwidth of a link divided by the number

of unallocated flows through the link. This is to find the global congestion point,

which is the transmission bottleneck. For each such link whose bandwidth has been

saturated, the simulator allocates the minimum bandwidth share to all traversing

flows and computes their finish time based on the remaining traffic volumes. The

finish time is useful in the compute flow() sub-procedure. These flows are flagged

as allocated and the number of allocated flows is updated accordingly. After each

round of allocation, the bandwidth share of each the allocated flows are deducted

from the other traversing links, and the residual bandwidth is used for next round

of allocation. Note that the residual bandwidth is calculated after all the saturated

links are handled, because deducting the bandwidth immediately after a flow has

been allocated may affect the other saturated links to be dealt with later.

6.1.4 Computation of Traffic Consumption

Algorithm 4 shows the sub-procedure of computing the traffic consumption of all the

flows in the network until the current time. The sub-procedure in Algorithm 3 assigns

an estimated finish time of each flow according to the remaining traffic volume and

the allocated bandwidth share. This sub-procedure first finds the global minimum of

the flow finish time. Then for each flow, if it is the first to finish, add increment the

number of finished tasks and delete the flow from the network. Otherwise, update the

remaining volume by deducting the traffic transmitted during the past time duration.

Note that it is necessary to distinguish unicast and multicast flows. A unicast task is

completed whenever a unicast flow finishes transmission. A multicast task, however,

is only considered completed after all the data copies are successfully delivered to

each destination. So, the simulator keeps track of the remaining number of multicast
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flows that belong to a particular multicast task. The number of multicast tasks is

incremented when all the flows of a multicast are completed. After each flow in the

network is handled, the simulator reallocate max-min fair share bandwidth to all the

flows and continue with the next round of computation. The sub-procedure continues

until none of the flows will finish before the current time.

6.2 Multicast Oversubscribed Datacenter Architecture

This simulator simulates the oversubscribed datacenter network architecture with

IP multicast supported in the ToR switches and the core switch, which is a direct

improvement to the previous architecture in Section 6.1. Because it is very much

similar to the previous architecture, I only describe the key differences in this section.

6.2.1 Difference from the Oversubscribed Datacenter Architecture

When a multicast group is generated, only one multicast flow is added to the net-

work. The multicast tree is maintained by the traversing ToR switches and the core

switch. Specifically, the data source, the destinations, and the traversing switches,

each increase their number of flows and set a flag to specify it as a multicast flow.

The max-min fair share bandwidth of a multicast flow is determined by the most

congested link along the multicast tree. So, in the update flow() sub-procedure, a

multicast flow is allocated with the minimum bandwidth share along all the paths.

When computing the traffic consumption in the sub-procedure compute flow(), a

multicast flow is considered as a whole, and thus the remaining traffic volume and

estimated finish time are both updated once. Because all the destinations get the

data at the same time, the number of multicast tasks is immediately incremented by

one when a multicast flow is finished.
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6.3 Multicast Non-blocking Datacenter Architecture

As described in Section 6.1.1, commodity datacenters suffer from heavy oversubscrip-

tion. The network core provides much less bandwidth than the total bandwidth at

the end servers, creating sever congestions and thus degrading the application per-

formance significantly. In response to this well-known limitation, the research com-

munity has begun exploring novel interconnect topologies to provide full bisection

bandwidth using commodity Ethernet switches [1] [96] [97]. These solutions create

non-blocking network structures where the network core has sufficient bandwidth and

can never congest.

This simulator simulates this type of architectures. It also assumes the network

supports IP multicast, so the simulated architecture is exactly the same as that in

Section 6.2, where a single core switch is used to simulate the aggregation switches

and core switches in a typical three-tier datacenter model. Because the bandwidth

from the server to a ToR switch and that from the ToR switch to the core switch

are configurable, it is simple to use the previous simulator model and set sufficient

bandwidth to the network core.

6.4 Overlay on Oversubscribed Datacenter Architecture

Recently, Twitter reported to use BitTorrent to distribute software updates to its

servers within the datacenter [8]. Another group of researchers also developed Cornet,

a BitTorrent-like protocol optimized for datacenter group transmission [9]. These

evidences show application-level multicast is a promising trend in datacenters. To

understand the performance of inter-datacenter application-level multicast, I simulate

an overlay structure on the oversubscribed datacenter network as described in the
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previous sections.

I borrow the basic idea from SplitStream: to distribute the content using interior-

node-disjoint trees where an interior node in one tree is a leaf node in all the other

trees [98]. To simplify the implementation, I limit the height of the trees to be 2.

That is, the data source sends 1

k
of the data to each the receivers, and the receivers

exchange the partial data as a swarm. Inspired by the topology awareness of Cornet

to minimize inter-rack communications, I build multicast trees of different levels.

Specifically, a server in each rack is selected to be the leading server. The data

source first distributes the content among the leading servers, and each leading server

subsequently distributes the received content to the remaining destinations within

the same rack.

6.4.1 Add Multicast Flow to the Network

Because an overlay network uses unicast flows to perform group data delivery, I add

a series of unicast flows to the network when a RGDD task is created. As explained

above, I classify the unicast flows into 6 levels according to their dependencies. Level

1 are the flows from the data source to each destinations within the same rack as the

data source, and the traffic volume is the original data size divided by the number

of recipients in the particular rack. Level 2 are the flows among these inter-rack

recipients, and the traffic volume is the same. Level 3 are the the flows from the

data source to each the leading servers in other racks, and the traffic volume is the

original data size divided but he number of leading servers. Level 4 are the flows

among these leading servers, and the traffic volume is the same. Level 5 are the flows

from a leading server to each recipients within the same rack, and the traffic volume

is the original data size divided by the number of inter-rack recipients. Level 6 are
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the flows among these inter-rack recipients, and the traffic volume is the same.

I use a separate data structure to keep track of the flows created by each RGDD

task. For example, to get the number of overall flows and the dependencies among

the flows. More information also needs to be maintained for each flow, such as the

allocated bandwidth of upstream flows and the accumulated traffic volume, meaning

the data not yet transmitted to peers when the upstream flow has higher speed

then the downstream flow. These information are useful for allocating max-min fair

share bandwidth and computing traffic consumptions as described in the following to

subsections.

6.4.2 Allocation of Max-min Fair Share Bandwidth

The allocation of max-min fair share bandwidth becomes more complicated because

of the flow dependencies. In the overlay network, the downstream flows depend on

the upstream flows. That is, the bandwidth of downstream flows cannot exceed that

of the upstream flows, unless there are accumulated data. Accumulated data are

generated if the bandwidth of upstream flows is larger than that of the downstream

flows, so the downstream flows cannot clear up the received data and thus some data

get accumulated. In case of accumulated data, downstream flows can transmit at any

speed.

Algorithm 5 shows the details. After a flow is allocated the bandwidth share, the

simulator needs to check if there are downstream flows corresponding to the flow.

Flows of level 1, 3, and 5 have downstream flows. If a downstream flow has not been

allocated band there is no accumulated data, the simulator allocates it with the same

bandwidth share as the upstream bandwidth. Each downstream flow keeps track of

the bandwidth of its upstream flow, for ease of computing the accumulated data size.
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After allocating a flow, the simulator needs to check if any flow of level 5 can be

allocated. This is because after all upstream flows (level 4) get allocated, a flow of

level should be allocated as well. For these flows, the leading servers exchange data

with each other and then distribute the data to other servers in the same rack. So

the ingress bandwidth is the sum of all corresponding flows of level 4, and the egress

bandwidth should be the ingress bandwidth divided by the number of recipients. Note

that after allocating bandwidth for such flows, downstream flows (level 6) should also

be allocated.

6.4.3 Computation of Traffic Consumption

The computation of traffic consumption is very much similar to that in Algorithm

4. However, there are two major differences. The first is the simulator needs to

update the accumulated volume of each flow, besides the remaining traffic volume

(Line 17). The accumulated volume is calculated as the current accumulated volume

plus the elapsed time multiplied by the difference between the bandwidth of the

upstream flow and the flow itself. This is for checking the conditions when allocating

bandwidth share, as shown in previous subsection. The second difference happens

when a overlay flow of a RGDD task is completed. The RGDD task is completed if

and only if all overlay flows generated by it are completed. So, when an overlay flow

completes transmission, the simulator checks if the RGDD task also completes. The

dependencies of the flow also needs to be resolved. For example, on deleting a flow,

all the downstream flows must remove this flow from the upstream flows list.
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Figure 6.2 : Electrical-optical hybrid datacenter network architecture [2]

6.5 Electrical-Optical Hybrid Datacenter Architecture

Recently, researchers proposed to build hybrid datacenter architectures combining

electrical packet switches and an optical circuit switch [11] [2], so as to offload big

data transmissions to the ultra-fast optical network. Figure 6.2 sketches the hybrid

architecture. A network controller measures the traffic demand passively at the end

hosts and runs the Edmonds’ Algorithm, described in Section 4.2.1, to allocate optical

links to source-destination rack pairs. Then the controller configures the optical

switch and informs the hosts of how to demultiplex traffic to the electrical or optical

network.

This simulator simulates the hybrid architecture. The electrical network is adapted

from the oversubscribed datacenter architecture as described in Section 6.1. The op-

tical network is similar to the electrical network, except for different bandwidth of the
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links from the ToR to the optical switch. The bandwidth can be set by a parameter,

and typically the network core in the optical network is non-blocking. The simulator

also simulates practical hardware and software overheads. For example, it considers

the delay of reconfiguring the optical switch and running the control algorithm. These

hybrid architectures provide significant bandwidth increase for stand-alone point-to-

point bulk transfers, but they cannot service multicast communications efficiently, i.e.

in the naive unicast manner. So, the simulator assumes IP multicast is not supported

in this architecture.

6.5.1 Main Software Logic

The main software logic is shown in Algorithm 6. It is much more complicated than

the main software logic of the oversubscribed datacenter architecture. The difference

starts from Line 9. In each reconfiguration interval, the simulator reads in unicast

traffic and generates multicast traffic as usual. After that, it measures rack-to-rack

traffic demand by collecting remaining traffic volume of the flows in the network.

Then the control algorithm is executed to allocate optical links to the most heavily

loaded racks. c-Through and Helios both use the Edmonds’ algorithm as the control

algorithm. But here, I use the greedy algorithm as described in Section 4.2.3, because

it is much faster than the Edmond’s algorithm and can achieve almost the same result.

This algorithm assigns the flows to either the optical or the electrical network. Based

on the result, the sub-procedure update flow() is performed to allocate max-min

fair share bandwidth to the flows. Note that the electrical network and the optical

network are computed separately, using the same method.

During the execution of the algorithm, the optical switch has not been reconfigured

yet. So, the simulator needs to proceed with the unicast traffic until the execution is
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done. After that, reconfiguration starts. First, the links need to be disconnected to

have new connections. So the simulator compares the current configuration with the

next configuration and only keeps the overlapping part. Bandwidth share of the flows

need to be reallocated, because some flows originally in the optical network must

be moved to the electrical network. The physical reconfiguration takes a constant

delay config time. During this period, unicast traffic should be proceeded. The new

connections are set up afterwards, so update flow() is called again.

The sub-procedures update flow() and compute flow() are very similar to their

counterparts in the oversubscribed datacenter architecture. Then control algorithm

assigns some flows to the optical network, while the other flows remain on the electrical

network. update flow() allocates bandwidth share for the flows as if the electrical

network and optical network are separate networks and they each contain a number

of flows. Because a RGDD task is converted to many unicast flows, and the flows

may switch back and forth between the electrical and optical networks, the simulator

maintains the states of the flows delicately. In the compute flow() sub-procedure,

the simulator checks if all flows corresponding to a RGDD task have completed, and

it updates the remaining traffic volume of each flow according to the bandwidth share

allocated.

6.6 Optical Multicast Datacenter Architecture

Finally, this simulator simulates our proposed architecture, as described throughout

this thesis. It is implemented based on the electrical-optical hybrid architecture, with

multicast enabled in the optical network. The main software logic is the same as shown

in Algorithm 6. However, like the multicast oversubscribed datacenter architecture,

the multicast tree needs to be maintained when multicast traffic is created. The
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measurement of traffic demand is also different. The traffic demand of multicast traffic

is stored separately on creation, and the unicast traffic is measured in each iteration

as before. The control algorithm is described in Section 4.2.3. The traffic demand of

multicast traffic and accumulated unicast traffic at the rack level are considered at the

same time. When a multicast group is selected and allocated with optical resources,

it will remain in the optical network until finished. While the unicast traffic can

come and go at times, meaning the controller decides to service different rack pairs to

maximize utilization. If a multicast group cannot be serviced at the moment, it will

wait in a queue until some resources are available later. The waiting time is accounted

into the task completion time. After the resource allocation, circuit reconfiguration

is performed exactly as that in the hybrid architecture.
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Algorithm 4 Oversubscribed Network compute flow() Sub-procedure

1: while true do

2: find minimum end time among the flows

3: if minimum end time > current time then

4: break

5: for each flow in the network do

6: if end time == minimum end time then

7: if unicast flow then

8: unicast task num ++

9: delete flow from the network

10: else

11: if all flows from the multicast flow have finished then

12: multicast task num ++

13: else

14: remain flow num−−

15: delete flow from the network

16: else

17: remaining volume − = elapsed time × bandwidth share

18: update f low()
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Algorithm 5 Overlay Network update flow() Sub-procedure
1: while not all flows are allocated do

2: find minimum bandwidth share among all the links

3: for each link do

4: if bandwidth share == minimum share then

5: for each unallocated flow do

6: set flow bandwidth to minimum bandwidth share

7: update finish time of the flow

8: set flow to allocated

9: if flow level is 1 or 3 or 5 then

10: for each downstream flow do

11: if not allocated and accumulated volume == 0 then

12: set flow bandwidth to minimum bandwidth share

13: update finish time of the flow

14: set flow to allocated

15: set upstream bandwidth

16: for each flow of level 5 do

17: if all upstream flows allocated then

18: if not allocated and accumulated volume == 0 then

19: set flow bandwidth to bandwidth sum of upstream flows
number of racks

20: update finish time of the flow

21: set flow to allocated

22: for each downstream flow do

23: if not allocated and accumulated volume == 0 then

24: set flow bandwidth to minimum bandwidth share

25: update finish time of the flow

26: set flow to allocated

27: set upstream bandwidth

28: set upstream bandwidth to bandwidth sum of upstream flows

29: calculate residual bandwidth in the network
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Algorithm 6 Electrical-Optical Hybrid Network Main Software Logic

1: while unicast traffic file not end do

2: current interval += time period

3: read unicast traffic file until current interval

4: current time = current interval

5: compute flow()

6: for each multicast group do

7: get group size and data size from the multicast traffic distribution

8: add multicast flows to the network

9: measure traffic demand

10: run control algorithm

11: update f low()

12: current time + = compute time

13: read unicast traffic file until current time

14: compute flow()

15: keep overlapping circuits between current and next reconfiguration

16: update f low()

17: current time + = config delay

18: read unicast traffic file until current time

19: compute flow()

20: reconfigure optical switch

21: update f low()
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Chapter 7

System Performance Analysis

In this section, I evaluate our proposed architecture in a larger setting using the simu-

lators in Chapter 6 for a production-scale datacenter. I first compare its performance

with a variety of state-of-the-art datacenter architectures for RGDD, then investigate

the effects of varying the availability of optical resources and group sizes.

7.1 Simulation Setting

7.1.1 Simulation Methodology

There are 120 racks in the simulated network, each with 40 servers. I use the flow

completion time as the performance metric, computed based on the flow’s max-min

fair share bandwidth. A multicast flow’s max-min fair share is determined by the

most congested link on the multicast tree. A RGDD task is completed when all the

data for it is delivered to all receivers. Detailed transport layer protocol behavior

is not considered in this flow-level simulation, so the simulation results provide an

ideal-case upper-bound on transport layer performance for each of the architectures

compared. I believe this bound is relatively tight for our system because packet loss

is expected to be rare. In contrast, I believe this upper-bound is fairly lose for the

other architectures compared because packet loss is expected to be more common.
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7.1.2 Networks Compared

1. Oversubscribe: As a baseline, I simulate a 4:1 oversubscribed network with

no IP multicast capability using a single core switch. The server links have

1 Gbps of bandwidth and the ToR switch to core switch links have 10 Gbps.

RGDD is handled by naive unicast.

2. Multicast oversubscribe: An intuitive way of improving RGDD is to use IP

multicast, so I simulate a 4:1 oversubscribed network with IP multicast enabled

in all the switches.

3. Multicast non-blocking: As a further improvement, I simulate a non-blocking

network with IP multicast enabled. It is the same as the multicast oversub-

scribed architecture except that the links to the core switch have 40 Gbps

bandwidth.

4. Optical multicast: I simulate our proposed architecture deployed on the over-

subscribed electrical network. The optical network has a 480-port OSS, which

connects to 40 6-port ODDDs and to each ToR switch on 2 ports. All opti-

cal links are 40 Gbps to guarantee non-blocking inter-rack communications. I

assume the circuit reconfiguration delay is 10 ms. The control algorithm com-

putation time is measured at run time. The reconfiguration interval is set to

100 ms.

5. Hybrid: I simulate the key properties of c-Through [11] and Helios [2]. The

setting is similar to the optical multicast architecture, but each ToR switch has

4 optical links connected to the 480-port OSS. All heavy cross-rack communica-

tions, unicast or RGDD, are accelerated optically. RGDD is handled by naive
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Figure 7.1 : Average RGDD completion time of various architectures under heavy
traffic

unicast.

6. Overlay: I simulate a multi-rooted tree overlay network [98] with modifications

inspired by the topology-awareness of Cornet [9] to minimize cross-rack com-

munications. It forms a swarm among each of the leading servers across racks,

and then subsequently distributes the content among servers in the same rack

in another swarm. The overlay is built on top of the oversubscribed network.

7.1.3 Communication Patterns

I adopt the synthetic unicast traffic patterns in Helios [2] to stress the network.

Unicast and RGDD traffic patterns are generated in rounds each lasting 10 seconds

and mixed as follows:

Unicast traffic: I create both light and heavy unicast traffic. The racks are

indexed from 0 to 119 and the servers in each rack are indexed from 0 to 39. The

traffic shifts round by round, with new traffic patterns created at the beginning of

each round. All flows are 100 Mb in size. These patterns serve as background traffic,
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Figure 7.2 : Average unicast completion time of various architectures under heavy
traffic

so RGDD traffic can be added onto either the light or the heavy unicast traffic.

1. Light unicast traffic: In round t, any server j in rack i talks to server j in

racks (i+ t± 1) mod 120, (i+ t± 2) mod 120, and (i+ t± 3) mod 120.

2. Heavy unicast traffic: In round t, any server j in rack i talks to server j in

racks (i+ t±1) mod 120, (i+ t±2) mod 120, (i+ t±3) mod 120, ..., (i+ t±40)

mod 120.

RGDD traffic: For RGDD of a particular size n, I randomly choose n racks in

each round and let server 0 in one rack send to servers 1-39 in the same rack and to

all servers 0-39 in the other n− 1 racks. I vary the number of groups and the group

sizes to evaluate different scales of RGDD. The data size is 100 Mb in each group.
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7.2 Simulation Results

7.2.1 Performance Comparison

In each round, I simulate 40 simultaneous RGDDs involving 3 to 6 racks. The simu-

lation is run 10 times for each traffic pattern, each run lasting 60 seconds. Figure 7.1

and 7.2 show the average RGDD and unicast completion time under the heavy traffic

scenario. As the light traffic scenario has similar trends, I only describe the results

in the text. I make the following observations:

First, the optical multicast-capable architecture can accelerate RGDD

by an order of magnitude compared to alternative approaches under heavy

traffic. In Figure 7.1, the optical multicast architecture takes less than 0.4 s to finish

RGDD of any group size, resulting in 14× to 93× improvement compared to the

other architectures. The benefit of the optical multicast architecture is less significant

under light traffic because the electrical network core is less congested. Regardless,

the optical multicast architecture provides improvements of at least 2×.

Our proposed architecture uses optical multicast, so it benefits from optimal link

stress and ultra-fast optical transmission. Interestingly, the optical multicast network

even outperforms the multicast non-blocking architecture. Since the optical multi-

cast architecture is built on the slow electrical packet-switched network, the unicast

flows traversing the congested network core receive a small share and cannot fully

utilize the link bandwidth at the edge. This residual bandwidth at the edge is used

by the multicast flow when accelerated optically. In the non-blocking network, the

transmission speed of all the flows are determined by their max-min fair share rate.

Because the network core no longer rate-limits the unicast flows, group deliveries get

a smaller fair share bandwidth at the edge.
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Second, the optical multicast architecture can improve unicast trans-

mission almost as much as the hybrid architecture. After the RGDD traffic

is serviced, there are still remaining optical ports for unicast flows. The relatively

short reconfiguration interval (100 ms) also enables the optical ports to be utilized by

unicast traffic shortly after the RGDD is finished. In Figure 7.2, the optical multicast

architecture performs slightly worse than the hybrid network when the group size is

small. This is because optical ports are connected to ODDDs and occupied by the

multicast traffic, but they could otherwise be used by unicast flows. Nevertheless,

the hybrid network is quickly surpassed as the group size grows, since it needs to

create an increasing number of unicast flows to service group communications, thus

degrading the transmission speed.

Third, IP multicast is not effective when the network is under heavy

congestion. I observe that the multicast oversubscribed architecture only improves

upon the oversubscribed network slightly in Figure 7.1. This is because the network

core is still very congested under heavy unicast traffic, even though the group de-

liveries can be realized by multicast flows. In contrast, the multicast non-blocking

structure shows a dramatic improvement, since the network core has full bisection

bandwidth. However, it is still about 20× slower than our proposed architecture as

discussed above.

Fourth, the hybrid architecture hardly helps with RGDD. The hybrid

network accelerates unicast transmission dramatically, but its RGDD completion time

is only 10% better than the oversubscribed network in Figure 7.1. Since the RGDD

completion time is determined by the slowest flow, even failing to accelerate one flow

optically drags down overall group transmission.

Fifth, overlays can benefit RGDD to a certain degree, but still much
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Figure 7.3 : RGDD completion time (left) and unicast completion time (right) of the
optical multicast architecture under various numbers of ODDDs

less than the optical multicast architecture. RGDD is faster using overlay

because the sender creates many unicast sessions to send a piece of data to each of the

receivers, thus taking a greater cumulative fair share bandwidth from the competing

flows. However, overlays still use unicast flows, so the acceleration is very limited

compared to the optical multicast architecture, which has optimal link stress. I also

observe that the overlay structure improves RGDD more significantly as the group

size increases, since it can grab bandwidth more aggressively by sending smaller data

pieces to a greater number of recipients using more sessions. However, this trend

cannot hold forever because 1) the transmission rate is bounded by the link capacity

at the end server; and 2) TCP performs poorly if the source data is divided into tiny

flows.

7.2.2 Effect of Varying the Number of ODDDs

To quantify the effect of optical multicast, I use the same experiment setting as the

previous subsection and measure the performance of the optical multicast architecture

under various numbers of ODDDs in Figure 7.3. I only show the results for group size
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Figure 7.4 : RGDD completion time (left) and unicast completion time (right) of the
optical multicast architecture for various numbers of groups and group sizes

of 6, but the trend is similar for the other group sizes. The average RGDD completion

time decreases as the number of ODDDs grows—very rapidly at first, but diminishing

after a certain point. This indicates that the optical multicast architecture should

be allocated with sufficient—or at least a reasonable number of—ODDDs, as adding

ODDDs can improve the performance continuously with significant improvement from

the first few additions.

Unicast traffic and multicast traffic compete for the optical ports. When more

ODDDs are available, the optical network can undertake more multicast traffic, which

takes away some ports originally used for unicast traffic. I observe that adding

ODDDs, or facilitating optical multicast, only causes the unicast flow completion

time to increase slightly. However, the multicast performance can improve signifi-

cantly at the cost of a slight decay in unicast performance, indicating that adding

ODDDs to the optical network brings more benefit than detriment.
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7.2.3 Effect of Varying the Group Size

I evaluate the performance of our proposed architecture in handling large groups.

The group size ranges from 10 to 120 (the maximum group size for the network) with

an interval of 5. I use 4, 6, 8, 10 as the number of simultaneous groups and only

perform the simulation on the light traffic scenario, where the network is able to clear

up the traffic within each round. To accommodate these large multicast groups, I use

15 16-port ODDDs, which take up the same number of ports on the 480-port OSS as

the previous experiments.

In the left subplot of Figure 7.4, the average RGDD completion time increases

with the group size until the group size reaches 35. The RGDD completion time is

the sum of the service time and the wait time. The service time is always the same

since the transmission bandwidth is fixed in the optical multicast architecture. Group

data deliveries of larger sizes occupy more optical ports, so the wait time increases.

However, it is bounded after the group size reaches a certain level and the optical

ports are depleted.

Comparing the curves in the left figure, I observe the average RGDD completion

time grows linearly with the number of groups when the group size is the same,

because more groups render longer wait times. In the right figure, the average unicast

completion time increases linearly with respect to both the group size and the number

of groups, because the unicast traffic leverages the amount of optical resource left by

the group traffic. The shape of the curves in both the left and the right figures show

good scalability of the optical multicast architecture with increasing group sizes and

number of groups.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Conclusion

This study presents a control plane design and the performance evaluation of an

optical multicast-capable datacenter network architecture.

The control plane consists of an application-network negotiation protocol to collect

traffic demands, a control algorithm to schedule tasks and allocate optical resources,

and control mechanisms to configure the optical switch and ToR switches for traf-

fic forwarding. The application-network negotiation protocol defines several network

API functions, through which datacenter applications request for optical resources

explicitly by informing the network controller the RGDD traffic demands. Resource

allocation to achieve maximum network utilization can be formulated as a maximum

weighted hypergraph b-matching problem with additional constraints. The problem

is NP -hard, so a greedy-based approximation control algorithm is proposed. Per-

formance of the control algorithm is evaluated using real datacenter traffic traces.

Experimental results show the algorithm has high accuracy and low complexity: the

computation results are over 99% of the optimal solutions; and the computation can

finish within 6 ms for a 200-rack datacenter configuration. After the control algorithm

decides the scheduling, the network controller changes the OSS configuration through

a software interface and sets forwarding rules on the SDN-compatible ToR switches

to direct RGDD traffic through the optical paths.
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A set of simulators are developed to simulate the behaviors of popular group data

delivery solutions on top of various datacenter architectures. For scalability concerns,

flow-level simulations are conducted. The simulators take as input the mixture of

unicast and multicast traffic. They compute the completion time of each flow and

report the average flow completion time for unicast flows and multicast flows re-

spectively. The flows transmit at their max-min fair share bandwidth. Specifically,

6 simulators are implemented in total, including unicast-only oversubscribed data-

center, multicast-capable oversubscribed datacenter, multicast-capable non-blocking

datacenter, unicast-only electrical-optical hybrid architecture, overlay network, and

our proposed optical multicast-capable architecture.

The performance of the optical multicast-capable datacenter architecture is com-

pared against the other approaches using these simulators. The optical multicast

system can accelerate group data delivery by an order of magnitude given synthetic

traffic on a 120-rack datacenter configuration. It can also improve point-to-point traf-

fic. In contrast, IP multicast on a traditional oversubscribed datacenter network is

not effective, because the network core is heavily congested; the unicast-only hybrid

datacenter architecture does not help with group data delivery, because the RGDD

completion time is determined by those slow flows remaining on the electrical network;

and overlay only improves RGDD by a limited amount due to the sub-optimal link

stress. The scalability and system tradeoffs of the optical multicast-capable datacen-

ter architecture are also evaluated. The RGDD completion time grows sub-linearly

with the increase of multicast group size and number of multicast groups, indicating

the architecture’s potential to function in large datacenter networks with heavy multi-

cast demands. With the increase of optical multicast devices, the RGDD completion

time drops significantly at the cost of slight increase of the unicast flow completion
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time. Therefore, the optical network should provide sufficient optical multicast de-

vices to ensure transmission performance.

8.2 Future Work

This is an ongoing project. Much research remains on the way towards implementing

a complete system and extending it to diverse datacenter communication patterns,

not limited to multicast. In this section, I discuss these two directions of future work.

8.2.1 System Implementation

We are currently implementing a complete system according to our architecture de-

sign. Specifically, I am implementing the control plane, and we will deploy it on a

small-scale testbed and run real datacenter applications in the near future. There are

several challenges along the path.

First, the application-network negotiation protocol must be implemented in an effi-

cient way so that diverse datacenter applications can communicate with the controller

through the simple API and the controller can handle a large number of concurrent

requests. This problem has been solved using the Apache Thrift cross-language RPC

framework [99]. The network controller is run as a server, and applications, maybe in

different programming languages, can query the controller through remote function

calls. Thrift is well-optimized, so the communication is light-weighted.

Second, by enabling multicast in the physical layer, modifications to the conven-

tional Internet protocols are unavoidable in order to define well-behaved interactions

between the existing electronic network infrastructure and new advanced photonics

technologies. To address this problem, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) tech-

niques are leveraged to define these cross-layer interactions. After the network con-
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troller computes a scheduling for the optical network, it sets forwarding rules on the

Openflow-supported ToR switches and configures the optical network interconnec-

tions through the TL1 interface.

Third, datacenter applications need to be adjusted to the network architecture for

purpose of fully utilizing the network’s functionality and thus improving performance.

For instance, most datacenter applications that feature multicast communications

still perform group data delivery in the unicast manner, such as using overlays. To

observe the advantage of our network architecture from the application’s perspective,

we will modify the source code of critical datacenter applications to let them perform

multicast and use the underlying optical network.

8.2.2 Extension to Diverse Datacenter Communications

In our previous work [100], we proposed an electrical-optical hybrid datacenter archi-

tecture that uses different optical devices to enable divers communication patterns,

including but not limited to multicast. As discussed in that paper, many-to-one data

aggregation and all-to-all data shuffle are pervasive in today’s datacenter applications.

It is necessary to design a control plane with support of these functionalities so as

to have a complete application-accelerating system. However, the control algorithm

to optimize the global demand of the variety of communication patterns becomes in-

creasingly complex. On one hand, the communication patterns involving more than

two racks relate to classical optimization problems on hypergraphs, which are likely to

be NP -hard. On the other hand, prioritizing among traffic demands created by dif-

ferent communication patterns is non-trivial. For example, a series of light-weighted

incast flows may be more favorable than a bulk unicast transfer, because the incast

node is collecting data for the following phase of computation.
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